Abstract-An important organization for built-in self-test of VLSI circuits uses complete or psuedorandom test input generators followed by output data reduction. Two compression techniques which have been used are polynomial division (signature) and ones counting (syndrome). The simultaneous use of both of these approaches in parallel is investigated. Analytic and enumerative results indicate that the number of error patterns which are missed by both methods is nearly the theoretical minimum. The conclusion extends to signature compression combined with any other counter-based compression method such as Walsh spectral coefficients. Some suggestions for CAD implemented test design are given based on these results.
Test data reduction may lead to information loss. Erroneous data sequences could be mapped into apparently correct behavior. With design aids, such as simulation, candidate compactors could be evaluated for effectiveness at the design stage. In this paper two compression methods, polynomial division and counting, are considered together. We show that their parallel use gives orthogonal behavior with respect to error patterns. Parallel compression is likely to be a viable test compaction structure.
Signature compression is a linear operation and thus partitions the space of binary m-tuples into regions, each having 2 m p L members, where L is the length of the signature register. This is represented by the equal-width bands in Fig. l(a) . All sequences in the same region have the same signature. For example if the compression polynomial is a primitive polynomial, then all those sequences in the zero signature zone are code words of a Hamming single error correcting code. All sequences with a specific signature form a coset of the Hamming code.
Syndrome compression is a nonlinear operation and partitions the space of binary rn-tuples into unequally sized regions. The number of sequences having the same syndrome value w is just the number of ways w things can be chosen out of m or (3. This is represented in Fig. l(b) by the bands of varied width corresponding to different values for w. Each band represents those sequences which have the same syndrome. When both signature and syndrome compression are used in parallel, certain misleading output data sequences can be confused with the correct output sequence. Such erroneous sequences or aliases would have the same signature, say S,, as the correct test data and would also have the same number of ones, say w , as the valid sequence.
0278-0070/88/0500-0584$01 .OO O 1988 IEEE A missed defective sequence would thus lie in the crosshatched area in Fig. l(c) . What we will show in this paper is that the syndrome region is almost equally divided up by the 2 L possible signatures. Hence, signature analysis will always reduce the error ambiguity of a counting-based compression method.
MAXIMUM LENGTH CASE
Suppose that the length of the signature feedback shift register is L and that the feedback polynomial is primitive. If we assume that the test length is m = 2 L -1 , then there is enough structure to compute the exact overlap between a signature and a syndrome. Specifically we will determine the number of binary sequences of length 2 -1 which have the same syndrome count and the same signature when the L stage signature unit uses a primitive polynomial for feedback.
A sequence with a syndrome count of w has w ones in a span of m; thus there are exactly such sequences [6] . These sequences can be divided into rotational equivalence classes. Two sequences A and B are equivalent if A can be obtained from B by rotating B one or more steps. We next show that each member of an equivalence class has a distinct signature or all the signatures for the class are zero.
Notation: A ( x ) is the polynomial corresponding to a sequence A = a,, a l ,
The coefficient of x i is ai.
Example: IfA = 0100101, thenA(x) = x + x4 + x6.
Definition: Two sequences A and B are rotationally equivalent if A ( x ) = x ' B ( x ) , where all exponents are reduced modulo m.
All the members of a rotational equivalence class have the same number of ones or weight. Let w denote the numbers of ones in a sequence.
Theorem 1 : Consider signature compression where:
i) The feedback corresponds to a primitive polynomial
ii) The sequence length m = 2 L -1 .
All the members of a rotational equivalence class have signatures which are distinct and nonzero or all the signatures are zero. Pro08 Taking the last claim first, if a sequence has a zero signature then its polynomial is a multiple of the feedback polynomial [9] . Since the feedback polynomial is a primitive polynomial of degree L and m = 2 -1, all such zero signature sequences are code words from a Hamming code in cyclic form. All cyclic shifts of a code word yield a code word; thus if any sequence has a zero signature, then all members of the equivalence class have a zero signature.
Next consider the case where some signature is not zero. We assume that the claim is false and show that a contradiction results. Suppose that some sequence A has a nonzero signature and that a rotation o f t steps has the same signature. Let S denote the nonzero signature. In all multiplications, exponents are reduced modulo L. By definition the signature S(x) is the remainder found when A ( x ) is divided by P ( x ) or
where P ( x ) is the feedback polynomial and the degree of S(x) is less than L. Suppose some rotation, say t , of A has the same signature:
Multiplying the first equation by x' yields
Equating these last two expressions and moving the terms involving S(x) to the left,
S(x) is not zero by hypothesis and has degree less than L. Thereforep(x) must divide 1 + X ' for the last equation to hold, where t is less than 2 L -1. By hypothesis p ( x ) is primitive. Hence the smallest t where p ( x ) divides 1 + x' is t = 2 L -1 , which leads to a contradiction.
Q.E.D.
The number of zero signature sequences can be found from the weight generating function for a Hamming code (see [9, p. 901). For binary codes,
where n = 2 L -1, a = ( n -1 )/2, and the coefficient of x w is the number of code words of weight w. Evaluating the first few terms,
For w I 9 the number of words of weight w is closely approximated by [ 
where E is small with respect to 1 .
When 2 L -1 is a prime (e.g., L = 3, 5 , 7, 13, 17, 19, 31 ), then the Hamming weight coefficients and Theo-rem 1 can be combined to count exactly the number of sequences with the same signature and the same syndrome.
Theorem 2: Consider parallel signature and syndrome compression where:
ii) The sequence length m = 2 L -1 is a prime.
Then:
1) The number of sequences of weight w and zero signature is g,, the number of code words of weight w in the Hamming code generated by the primitive polynomial p ( x ) .
2 ) The number of weight w sequences with the same nonzero signature is 1 / m ( ( z ) -g,) .
Q.E.D. 
L '
Note that 1 I R 5 2 L and that 2-L 5 R* 5 1. The definitions of R and R* are conservative and use the worstcase reduction. This guarantees that the actual reduction for any specific signature is at least R.
In the prime length case, using the expressions for the first few weight coefficients in Theorem 2 , Table I results. It is conjectured that R approaches 2 L as w increases.
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ENUMERATIVE INVESTIGATION
The cases examined in the prior section include only a small portion of those of interest. To obtain information for a wider range of parameter values, a program was written to simulate the action of a signature compressor. A constant weight sequence was compressed, the signature noted, and the process repeated. For a range of values of weight w and sequence length m , all possible sequences were simulated. The general conclusion was that the signature unit partitioned the constant weight sequerces into nearly equal sized regions, as was found analytically for the prime length case. We next describe these experiments in detail.
The primitive feedback polynomial p ( x ) = 1 + x + x 3 + x 4 + x 6 was used in the cases summarized in Figs. 2 and 3. The reduction factor R would be at most 2 = 64. The vertical scale starts at 45 in Fig. 2 and the sequence length m ranges from 15 to 63 for three different weights w = 3 , 5 , 7 . Note that R is not monotonic in m but is generally increasing. For w = 3, R approaches 2 L -3, which is the same value as that obtained analytically for prime lengths.
There were a few cases observed where R did not increase as w was made larger, for fixed m , and in these cases R remained the same for two consecutive values of w. The usual situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 . R is seen to be monotonically increasing in w. Note that the vertical scale starts at 57 and that the two sample cases are for sequence lengths m = 32 and m = 53.
Next the characteristics for various polynomials were studied. All feedback polynomials of the form
were considered. The packed representation was the number
For the polynomial used in Figs. 2 and 3 , PN = 45. Fig.  4 is a plot of R for test length m = 63, signature compressor length L = 6 , and w = 3 , 4, and 5 as a function of PN, the packed polynomial coefficient. The lowest set of connected points corresponds to w = 3, the highest to w = 5 . The encircled points are the six primitive poly- It appears that any polynomial without 1 as a root offers comparable performance for w large and that a primitive polynomial performs well for w small.
The cases examined so far have considered test lengths m less than 2L. It is known [ 5 ] that when m is 2L or larger there will be some double error patterns that will be missed by signature compression. However there are few of these patterns and from a parallel compression view they do not significantly change the error behavior. Fig. 5 is a plot of The overall characteristics found in this enumerative study are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Note that the vertical scale is logarithmic. Each set of connected points corresponds to a primitive polynomial of degree L. Note, for sequence weight w = 5 or more, that the reduction factor R is essentially 2L. 
IV. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Above about IO9 vectors, complete enumeration consumes a substantial amount of simulation time. A Monte Carlo approach was programmed to estimate the reduction factor for these larger cases. Fig. 7 is a validation check on this approach. The upper connected points are the exact values while the lower connected points are the Monte Carlo estimates. The reduction factor has been normalized by dividing by 2 L , the maximum possible value; thus 2 -L 5 R* 5 1. Note that the estimates are uniformly less than the exact values. It is to be expected that the Monte Carlo estimates would be lower than the exact values since the largest sample bin count is used to define R *.
Of course, it is not guaranteed that the Monte Carlo estimate will always be less than the exact value of R . It is conceivable that the random vectors might divide evenly into the 2 bins, when R is less than 2 ' . However, this event is extremely unlikely. The number of sequences simulated for each point was the bin number times 2 L . Note that the vertical axis starts at 0.5.
For the average bin size of 1024 (1024 bin) it is seen that the Monte Carlo estimate is at least 90 percent of the exact value. This average bin size, 1024, was used in subsequent estimates.
Figs. 8 and 9 summarize the characteristics found in this study. For both figures the cases examined are given in Table 11 , where the weight w is about m/10. Fig. 8 reports cases where the sequence length m is mostly longer than 2 L , while Fig. 9 gives cases of both types. Again it is seen that the reduction factor R is close to 2 L . Additional cases were also examined and were found to give the same behavior. V. CONCLUSIONS Simultaneous test data reduction using a length L signature compressor and a syndrome compressor will nearly always reduce the syndrome error ambiguity by a factor of almost 2 L , even if the test length is larger than 2 ' . For a few special cases an exact expression of the reduction was obtained. There seems to be little difference in this reduction for various signature polynomials; however, the signature polynomial should not have an even number of nonzero terms. An even number of terms will approximately double the number of error aliases. Based on our length simulation studies, a primitive feedback polynomial (with about half nonzero coefficients) seems optimal. The differences between such a primitive polynomial and any polynomial without 1 as a root are only noticeable for test data with a very small number of ones (fewer than 6 ) .
The reduction characteristics noted above also hold for transition counting, Walsh spectral coefficients, and any linear operation followed by counting when combined with signature compression. Hence any of these counterbased methods can have their error ambiguity reduced using simultaneous signature compression. From an error count view, the particular method having the smallest count total would result in the smallest overall error ambiguity.
